
Walter’s Gadgets  
Spies in Disguise



Gadget: 50 Shades of Yay 
Description: A technicolor smoke screen



Gadget: Binder Bubbles 

Description: A floating membrane used to contain and disperse explosions



Gadget: Collide-oscope 

Description: Temporarily disorients the vision of an aggressor



Gadget: Inflatable Hug 

Description: An inflatable personal protection device



Gadget: Kitty Glitter 

Description: A spectacle of projected kittens and glitter intended to raise serotonin levels and reduce aggression

Note: Will have to check 
with legal if we can use 
this image of the cat for 
this purpose. (The cat is 
a licensed image for the 
film and there are some 

restrictions)



Gadget: Multi-Pen 
Description: A multicolor pen where 
each color represents a different 
gadget.  

Gadgets may include but are not 
limited to… 

Green - Truth Serum 
Pink - Serious String: A gooey 
binding substance that restrains an 
attacker without hurting them 
Yellow - Propulsion Jetpack 
Blue - Freeze-Ray 
Purple - Goo-Ray: An electric pulse 
that temporarily rubberizes your 
anatomy



Gadget: Scream Team 

Description: A high frequency electromagnetic pulse that disables electronics



Gadget: Security Blanket 

Description: Wraps the attacker in a high thread count containment blanket, rendering them immobile



Gadget: Walter’s Watch 

Description: Augmented reality supercomputer used for calculating and communicating in the field



Gadget: Walter’s Backpack 

Description: Walter’s backpack functions as a mobile lab



Gadget: Bio Dynamic Concealment 
Description: A serum created to resequence DNA at the molecular level to alter it from one anatomical form to another



Gadget: Grappling Hook 

Description: A device with claws and an attached cable used for grasping, swinging, and climbing



Additional Gadgets (mentioned in the film but not seen) 

Location Tracker: A device that allows you to locate and follow a target from a distance 
Prism Spray: A spray designed to bend prismatic light in order to conceal an object or agent 

Splat-a-pult: A nonviolent goo launching device 
Snorpedo: A small projectile that releases a gas that puts the aggressor to sleep 

Hypno-star: Throwing discs that hypnotize the aggressor 
Blamethrower: An aerosol spray that makes an aggressor realize their guilt



Lance’s Gadgets  
Spies in Disguise



Gadget: Lance’s Tuxedo
Description: Magnetized mesh covers the surface of his tuxedo, making it bullet and puncture proof. 

It also includes: 
Explosive Cufflinks Integrated Scuba Suite

Cufflink Drones



Laser Edged Boomerang Bowtie 

Integrated Wingsuit

Laser Dart Launcher Wristband



Gadget: Sunglasses with built in Optical-audio communication  



Gadget: Shockwave Sticky Bomb 



Gadget: Audi Car  



Audi Car comes equipped with: 
Oil Dispenser

Parachute

Blasters


